STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, complete list in boxes. Leave blank any office(s) you do not want to vote for.

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESEDENT
VOTE FOR ONE

VICE-PRESIDENT
VOTE FOR ONE

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN

BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN

CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND ROSA CLEMENTE

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN

ROGER CALERO AND ALISSON KENNEDY

RALPH NADER AND MATT GONZALEZ

BOB BARR AND WAYNE A. ROUTT

CALIFORNIA: CARLOS ROYALE

VOTE FOR ANY

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 3
VOTE FOR ONE

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 6
VOTE FOR ONE

DAVID DILLON

EVAR PAULSEN

ASHWIN SARDAR

VOTE FOR ANY

STATE OFFICES

SHERIFF
VOTE FOR ONE

BEN GREEN

ANN LECZINSKI

VOTE FOR ANY

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND NATURAL AREAS

Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to declare the right to clean, unpolluted water sources, a right to natural, scenic and wildlife habitats, a right to a healthy environment, and to establish a Legacy Fund to support environmental protection through the Legacy Coalition and the Minnesota Agricultural and Forestry Heritage Trust. This constitutional amendment is necessary to provide funding for the Legacy Fund through a surcharge on certain gas and motor vehicle sales tax revenues. The Legacy Fund is dedicated to protect, enhance and restore the state's natural and agricultural resources, and to enhance public understanding and appreciation of the importance of natural, scenic and wildlife habitats and cultural heritage. The Legacy Fund is currently authorized to be funded through the year 2027.

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT